Teachers Teaching Teachers

College, Career, and Community Writers Program (C3WP)
Summer Institute 2019
Central Washington University, Ellensburg Campus

July 29 – August 1, 2019
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM - Michaelson Building, Room 104
The C3WP Summer Institute:
• Provides research-proven scaffolded teaching and formative assessment resources that support the
development of students' argumentative writing.
• Prepares youth for college, career, and community engagement.

Who should participate?

Successful participants will be able to:

• All 4th-10th grade teachers looking for dynamic
and effective strategies for teaching opinion and
argumentative writing
• Content area teachers who want to learn more
about using writing to increase learning in all
subjects
• Teachers who want to network with colleagues
across the state and nation
• Teachers who want to build professional
learning communities in their buildings and
districts

• Implement C3WP scaffolded writing instruction to
meet the academic needs of ALL students, including
English Learners, struggling readers and writers,
and proficient writers.
• Implement the research-validated C3WP in their
classrooms to improve student achievement in
source-based argument and opinion writing.
• Integrate C3WP resources and formative
assessments in upper elementary and secondary
curricula.
• Utilize C3WP mini-units and instructional
approaches to improve students’ critical reading
skills.
• Utilize formative assessments to analyze students’
argument and opinion writing to plan next
instructional steps focused on teaching
specific argument skills.

“As a first year teacher I found C3WP’s mini-units
and assessments to be user friendly, comprehensive,
and time-saving. C3WP provided high interest articles
that made my students truly want to read and write.”
- Swan Eaton, 6th Grade Teacher, Livingston Elementary,
Pasco
“The National Writing Project has provided some of
the strongest tools I use to teach writing and thinking in
my classroom. Thanks to CWWP, my students are better
writers and I am a stronger teacher.”
- Jon McClintick, English Teacher, Ellensburg High
School, Ellensburg

$299
per person
Clock Hours and Lunch
included in fee.

Registration:
scan the QR code or go to
http://bit.ly/CWWP2019
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